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I. STANDING1

Intervenor-Petitioners (“Conte”) has standing under ORS 197.830(2) and (7)2

because on several occasions, including October 9, 2013, Conte submitted3

written testimony to the City of Eugene Hearings Official in opposition to the4

proposed PUD (City Exhibit PH-49 at Rec 1308); and Conte filed a timely5

Motion to Intervene, which LUBA granted in their Order dated May 1, 2014.6

II. STATEMENT OF THE CASE7

A. NATURE OF THE DECISION AND RELIEF SOUGHT8

The decision under appeal is that land use decision of Respondent (“City”)9

entitled “Final Order of the Eugene Planning Commission on Appeal:10

Oakleigh Meadows Cohousing PUD (PDT 13-1),” which became final on11

December 16, 2013, and which approved a Planned Unit Development for a12

proposed condominium development at the terminus of Oakleigh Lane.13

Conte seeks relief by way of a remand with instructions to the City to14

correct the errors enumerated in this appeal by providing adequate findings and15

conditions of approval to ensure the proposed PUD development meets all of16

the City’s PUD approval criteria, or the application is denied.17

B. SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS18

FIRST ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR19

Decision erred in finding that the proposed PUD would provide safe and20
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adequate transportation systems through compliance with standards for streets1

and other transportation system elements.2

Subassignment of Error 1.A. The City did not adopt a condition of approval3

that would ensure the 45-foot right-of-way adjacent to the proposed4

development’s access point that the City’s findings required.5

Subassignment of Error 1.B. Decision did not properly apply street standards6

to Oakleigh Lane, as required by EC 9.8320(5)(a), 9.6820(4) and 9.6870.7

Subassignment of Error 1.C. Decision did not properly evaluate the8

requirements of EC 9.8320(5)(b) for pedestrian and bicycle circulation to9

adjacent and nearby residential areas, transit stops and neighborhood activity10

centers, with respect to Oakleigh Lane.11

Subassignment of Error 1.D. Decision failed to require a Traffic Impact12

Analysis as required by EC 9.8320(5)(c) and EC 9.8670.13

Subassignment of Error 1.E. Decision failed to adequately evaluate whether14

the PUD would be significant risk to public safety as required by EC 9.8320(6).15

Subassignment of Error 1.F. The Decision did not properly evaluate the16

requirements of EC 9.8320(11)(b) for Oakleigh Lane improvements.17

SECOND ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR18

Decision erred in finding that the proposed PUD would have minimal off-site19

impacts, as required by EC 9.8320(12).20
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THIRD ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR1

Decision erred in finding the proposed PUD would be reasonably compatible2

and harmonious with adjacent and nearby land uses, as EC 9.8320(13) requires.3

C. SUMMARY OF MATERIAL FACTS4

Conte accepts Petitioners’ Summary of Material Facts, with additions infra.5

The proposed PUD will result in 29 new dwellings. Rec 41, 44. “[T]he6

additional 29 residential units will increase the number of structures that access7

this [sic] Oakleigh Lane by over 100 percent.” Rec 1257.8

The east boundary of the subject property abuts undeveloped City9

parkland. Otherwise, the surrounding properties consist primarily of single-10

family dwellings on individual lots or undeveloped lots that have potential for11

future residential development (i.e. at the north end of Oakleigh Lane and12

abutting the west boundary of the subject property). Rec 24, 662-663.13

Oakleigh Lane – substandard conditions and not maintained14

All of the 29 proposed PUD dwellings will be accessible only from Oakleigh15

Lane. Rec 41, 44. Oakleigh Lane will provide the sole emergency access to the16

development. Rec 24. There are no planned streets within a quarter mile of the17

proposed PUD site. Rec 1439. The proposed PUD site is the furthest property18

from River Road on the south side of the street. Ibid.19

Oakleigh Lane is a narrow, substandard, dead-end lane, partially under20
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City of Eugene control and partially under Lane County control. Rec 647.1

According to Lane County Public Works, Oakleigh Lane is a “local access2

road,” which is “not a County road”; and the County is not required, and doesn’t3

intend, to keep their portion of the road in repair. Rec 647, 883-884, 1313.4

The Eugene portion is not an “adopted right-of-way” (Rec 1264), which5

means the City is not required, and doesn’t intend, to maintain their portion of6

the road because “the City does not maintain unimproved streets.” Rec 1172. In7

Eugene’s local street sub-classifications “[a]ccess lanes generally serve 25 or8

fewer homes” (Rec 680), as is the situation with Oakleigh Lane under current9

conditions but which will not be the case if the PUD adds 29 dwelling units.10

“EC9.6870 Street Width confirms that the required right-of-way width11

for Oakleigh Lane is 45 feet, based on the street functioning as a Low-Volume12

Residential Street.” Rec 39, 44. The Eugene Planning Commission (“EPC”)13

adopted findings confirming that “the street has not yet been designed and built14

to urban City standards and the projected ADT [Average Daily Traffic] is15

within the 250 to 750 range.” Rec 16.16

Exhibit A, incorporated herein, and based solely on evidence in the17

record, shows Oakleigh Lane’s varying right-of-way (“ROW”) from River18

Road to the proposed development site. Over three-fourths of the lane doesn’t19

meet the City’s 45-foot right-of-way standards, and over 225 feet immediately20
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to the west of the proposed development’s only vehicular access point has less1

than half the width required to meet City standards.2

The road has an oil mat surface, 18 to 20 feet wide, with intermittent3

gravel shoulders. Rec 1439, 1167, 883-884. As shown in Exhibit B,4

incorporated herein, both the ROW and pavement widths fall short of the5

standard for any street type other than an alley, as specified in adopted Design6

Standards and Guidelines For Eugene Streets, Sidewalks, Bikeways and7

Accessways, November 1999. Rec 892. The same standards appear in Eugene’s8

1999 Eugene Arterial and Collector Street Plan, “ASCP.” Rec 675. The ROW9

and paving width standards for Access Lanes and Low-Volume Residential10

Streets are adopted in Eugene Code at EC 9.65870. (See Exhibit B.)11

Oakleigh Lane has no gutters, curbs, sidewalks, public stormwater12

facilities or other improvements. Pedestrians, bicyclists and wheel-chair users13

must share the road with cars and other motorized vehicles. Rec 864, 883.14

Numerous residents park at least one vehicle on the shoulders of15

Oakleigh Lane, in many cases partially blocking the paved portion. Rec 682-16

683. Analysis by the Eugene Public Works Department (“PWD”) indicates that17

the paved surface must not be blocked by parked vehicles in order to ensure18

adequate and safe access by emergency vehicles. Rec 1268. Although19

technically, such parking is not allowed; the City cannot sign the lane for “no20
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parking” (and therefore cannot enforce no parking) because the City does not1

maintain unimproved streets, such as Oakleigh Lane. Rec 1172.2

Oakleigh Lane is over 1,000 feet long; and the distance from River Road3

to the proposed development’s only vehicular access point is over 850 feet4

(Rec 1439 and see Exhibit A), which is over twice the City’s 400-foot limit on5

the length of a cul-de-sac. Rec 9, 40. There are no connecting streets between6

Oakleigh Lane and East Hilliard Lane (which is parallel and to the north) or7

McLure Lane (which is parallel and to the south), and any future connecting8

street is precluded due to existing residential development. Rec 1262.9

Increased traffic volume from the proposed PUD10

There are 21 fully-developed residential properties, 19 of which are single-11

family homes, along both sides of Oakleigh Lane. Rec 864, 1439.12

According to the Institute of Traffic Engineers (ITE) Trip Generation13

Manual, 9th Edition, the Average Daily Trip (ITE-ADT) rate per dwelling for14

single-family, detached dwellings is 9.52. (ITE-ADT measures roundtrips.)15

Thus, the estimated total ITE-ADT for the 19 current households is16

180.88 (19 x 9.52). Rec 864.  These trips would be distributed among the17

current homes, which are spread out along the entire length of Oakleigh Lane.18

The ITE-ADT rate per dwelling for condominiums (ITE “use type” 230)19

is 5.81. Thus, the estimated total ITE-ADT for the 29 new dwellings in the20
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proposed PUD is 168.49 (29 x 5.81). Ibid.  Almost all of these roundtrips by1

PUD residents and visitors would travel the entire length of Oakleigh Lane.2

The resulting total traffic volume on Oakleigh Lane would thus almost3

double (1.9 times) from the current 181 ITE-ADT to a projected 350 ITE-ADT.4

The City determines appropriate street standards based on ranges of daily5

one-way trips, referred to as “Average Daily Traffic” (“City-ADT”),1 as shown6

in ASCP Table 2 in Exhibit B. The projected traffic volume of 700 City-ADT7

would put traffic volume on Oakleigh Lane at the high end of the City’s range8

(250-750 City-ADT) for a “Low-Volume Residential Street.”  Rec 448-449.9

The full impact of vehicle trips on Oakleigh Lane residents, other10

drivers, and pedestrians and bicyclists is directly proportional to the number of11

residences passed and other travelers encountered on the road. For comparison12

purposes, a relatively good approximation of the total impact of one trip is the13

number of residences passed by the vehicle making a trip. For example, a trip14

to or from the residence closest to River Road would pass no other residence;15

whereas a trip to or from the proposed development site would pass 1816

residences. Tallying the cumulative “pass-by” counts, the 19 current single-17

1 Because Oakleigh Lane has only one way in and out, City-ADT (one-way)
values are exactly twice ITE-ADT (roundtrip) values.
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family dwellings generate 3,218 pass-bys per day, while the 29 proposed1

dwelling units in the PUD would generate at least 6,065 pass-bys per day.2

Thus, the PUD would cause traffic impacts, as measured by average daily3

pass-bys, to almost triple (2.9 times) from 3,218 to 9,283. Rec 864-865.4

III. JURISDICTION5

The PUD approval was a land use decision that applied Eugene Code’s land6

use regulations in a discretionary manner. ORS 197.015(10)(a)(A)(iii)7

Accordingly, it is a land use decision subject to LUBA’s jurisdiction.8

IV. ARGUMENT9

FIRST ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR10

The City erred in finding that the proposed PUD would provide safe11

and adequate transportation systems through compliance with12

standards for streets and other transportation system elements.13

Issue raised below. The following appeal issues were raised below in14

testimony before the Hearings Official (Rec 647-648, 860-861, 868-871) and in15

the local appeal statement (Rec 320-3402).16

Standard of review. LUBA must remand or reverse the application of a land17

use regulation if the decision is not in compliance with applicable provisions of18

2 EC 9.8320(5) at Rec 323, EC 9.8320(6) at Rec 328, EC 9.8320(11)(b) at
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the land use regulations. ORS 197.835(8) The challenged PUD approval1

applies land use regulations and is therefore covered by this provision.2

ORS 197.835(9)(a) scope of review is applicable in this case, and LUBA3

must reverse or remand a land use decision if the final decision maker:4

§ (C) Made a decision not supported by substantial evidence in the5
whole record; [or]6

§ (D) Improperly construed the applicable law.7

LUBA owes no deference to the appointed Eugene Planning Commission who8

made the City’s final decision, and LUBA’s review must determine whether the9

City’s decision is correct, both as a matter of law and as to the findings.10

Willamette Oaks LLC v. Lane County, 63 Or LUBA 75 (2011).11

Introduction. The City failed to properly interpret and evaluate several12

approval criteria that require Oakleigh Lane to provide safe and adequate use13

by motorists, bicyclists, pedestrians and emergency vehicles. As a14

consequence, the City also failed to adopt adequate conditions of approval to15

ensure Oakleigh Lane would provide safe and adequate use by motorists,16

bicyclists, pedestrians and emergency vehicles after the PUD was developed.17

Before examining the Decision’s specific errors under each criteria, it’s18

important to understand the relevant context in order to properly follow the19

Rec 329 and Metro Plan policy F.26 at Rec 321.
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rules of construction in applying the applicable code provisions. ORS 174.010.1

EC 9.8320(6) provides a clear, overarching approval criterion for PUDs:2

EC 9.8320(6) The PUD will not be a significant risk to public health and3
safety, including but not limited to soil erosion, slope failure, stormwater or4
flood hazard, or an impediment to emergency response. (Emphasis added.)5

The Decision did not adequately evaluate the ability of Oakleigh Lane, from6

the development site to River Road, to avoid significant public safety risks and7

impediments to emergency response, if the PUD were developed.8

Based on the City’s adopted street standards, the Eugene Public Works9

Department (“PWD”) findings regarding the inadequate right-of-way and other10

evidence in the record, Oakleigh Lane must have a wider right-of-way and11

paving, as well as sidewalks, to be consistent with EC 9.8320(6). However, the12

Decision failed to adopt adequate conditions of approval to ensure Oakleigh13

Lane would meet the requirements of EC 9.8320(6).14

The approval criterion in EC 9.8329(6) is consistent with the15

overarching purpose of Eugene’s land use code:16

EC 9.0020 Purpose. The purpose of the land use code is to protect and17
promote the health, safety, and general welfare of the public and to18
preserve and enhance the economic, social, and environmental qualities19
of the community.” (Emphasis added)20

A second PUD approval criterion, EC 9.8320(5), echoes the requirements of21

EC 9.8320(6) with regards to transportation systems that serve or will be22
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impacted by a proposed PUD; and the subsections of this approval criterion1

provide specific standards that must be met for approval.2

EC 9.8320(5) The PUD provides safe and adequate transportation systems3
through compliance with the following:4

(a) EC 9.6800 through EC 9.6875 Standards for Streets, Alleys, and5
Other Public Ways (not subject to modifications set forth in6
subsection (11) below).7

(b) Pedestrian, bicycle and transit circulation, including related facilities,8
as needed among buildings and related uses on the development site,9
as well as to adjacent and nearby residential areas, transit stops,10
neighborhood activity centers, office parks, and industrial parks,11
provided the city makes findings to demonstrate consistency with12
constitutional requirements. “Nearby” means uses within ¼ mile that13
can reasonably be expected to be used by pedestrians, and uses within14
2 miles that can reasonably be expected to be used by bicyclists.15

(c) The provisions of the Traffic Impact Analysis Review of EC 9.865016
through 9.8680 where applicable.17

The Decision did not adequately evaluate the ability of Oakleigh Lane, from18

the development site to River Road, to meet the standards under subsections19

EC 9.8320(5)(a), (b) and (c). The City also failed to adopt adequate conditions20

of approval to ensure Oakleigh Lane meets the applicable standards prior to21

PUD development.22

It’s important to note that EC 9.8320(5) requires that Oakleigh Lane23

meet all applicable standards before the PUD is developed; however, the code24

provisions do not require the developer to do anything beyond what is25

consistent with constitutional requirements in order to meet those requirements.26
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For example, although EC 9.6870 requires that Oakleigh Lane have a1

45-foot right-or-way, EC 9.6870 does not require the developer to acquire the2

ROW, or even be able to acquire the ROW. As LUBA explained in Butte3

Conservancy v. City of Gresham, 52 Or LUBA 550 (2006), the ROW might be4

provided through condemnation proceedings by the City or other means.5

Finally, PUD approval criterion EC 9.8320(11) also relies on specific6

public improvement standards adopted elsewhere in the code, which serve the7

purpose of protecting the health, safety and general welfare of the public.8

EC 9.8320(11) The PUD complies with all of the following:9
…10
(b) EC 9.6500 through EC 9.6505 Public Improvement Standards.11

EC 9.6505 Improvements–Specifications12
(3)(b) Streets and Alleys13
(4) Sidewalks14
(5) Bicycle Paths and Accessways.15

Eugene’s elected officials clearly intended that the three approval criteria in16

EC 9.8329(5), (6) and (11)(b) work in consort to ensure a proposed PUD17

development, such as the Oakleigh Meadows PUD, is served by one or more18

street(s) and other accessways that are adequate, safe, pose no significant risk19

to others and do not have impediments to emergency response vehicles.20

It would produce an absurd outcome to apply these criteria in such a21

manner that a new PUD at the end of Oakleigh Lane could be approved without22
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ensuring that Oakleigh Lane would be adequate, safe, pose no significant risk1

to others and did not have impediments to emergency response vehicles. Yet2

the Decision does just that. The Decision fails in numerous ways to provide3

adequate findings. (Sunnyside Neighborhood v. Clackamas Co. Comm., 280 Or4

3, 21, 569 P.2d 1063 (1977).) The Decision also fails to adopt adequate5

conditions of approval.6

Since Oakleigh Lane is the only street that provides access to the7

proposed PUD, it follows that the entire length of Oakleigh Lane – along8

which all traffic to and from the proposed PUD must travel – must be adequate,9

safe, pose no significant risk and not be an impediment to emergency response.10

It was unreasonable for the City to interpret the applicable code to apply11

approval criteria and standards to only the short segment of Oakleigh Lane12

adjacent to the proposed development site. The City’s interpretation leaves13

uncertain whether or not Oakleigh Lane will actually function in an adequate14

and safe manner after the proposed PUD is developed.15

The following sections demonstrate that, based on the City’s adopted16

street standards, the Eugene PWD evaluation of Oakleigh Lane and the17

preponderance of evidence in the record, Oakleigh Lane would fail to provide18

safe and adequate use unless widened and improved; and that the Decision19

failed to adopt adequate conditions of approval to ensure that sufficient right-20
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of-way and improvements were in place prior to the PUD being developed.1

Subassignment of Error 1.A. The City did not adopt a condition of2

approval that would ensure the 45-foot right-of-way adjacent to the3

proposed development’s access point that the City’s findings required.4

It is indisputable that the City’s adopted findings for EC 9.8320(5)(a) state that5

Oakleigh Lane would be unsafe unless the right-of-way were widened to 456

feet for at least fifty feet adjacent to the proposed PUD site. These findings are7

clearly and forcefully presented in the Eugene PWD referral comments of8

September 17, 2013. Rec 1255 to 1276. The staff comments were adopted by9

the Hearings Official and the EPC. Rec 9, 16, 41-42, 44.10

Based on the projected increase in traffic, the configuration and11

condition of Oakleigh Lane and the number of additional structures and12

residents that would be accessible only at the end of a 1,000-foot cul-de-sac,13

the PWD analysis concluded that:14

“It is in the public’s interest to have Oakleigh Lane consist of 45 feet of15
right-of way through the development site’s entry drive aisle and to consist16
of 33 feet beyond the drive aisle to the terminus of the street in order to17
ensure: safety for pedestrians, bicyclists and motorists traveling on Oakleigh18
Lane (a low-volume street); the efficient provision of emergency services;19
and that the proposed development and adjacent properties are accessible20
via Oakleigh Lane.”3 (Rec 1256-1257)21

3 PWD comments at Rec 1256-1258. Hearings Official copied cited text from
PWD comments. Rec 41-42. EPC incorporated these findings at Rec 9.
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Neither the EPC, the Hearings Official nor the applicant disputed this1

conclusion by PWD staff that Oakleigh Lane in its current configuration would2

not be safe after the increase in traffic that would arise if the PUD were3

developed. The PWD findings go on to emphasize this requirement in no4

uncertain terms and explicitly state that without additional right-of-way to5

widen Oakleigh Lane, the public using Oakleigh Lane would be “at risk”:6

“Because 45 feet of right-of-way is the minimum amount of right-of-way7
necessary to construct Oakleigh Lane in this manner as a low-volume street8
* * *  the public interest in safe vehicular, pedestrian and bicycle travel and9
emergency response and access will be at risk if the 22.5 and 13 foot strips10
of right-of-way are not dedicated.” (Rec 1257. Emphasis added.)11

PWD’s analysis clearly ties “public interest” to Oakleigh Lane meeting adopted12

ROW standards for streets with projected traffic in the “low-volume” range.13

The PWD analysis also explicitly states that, “without additional right-14

of-way,” the public “will not be assured of safe access via Oakleigh Lane.”15

“Without the additional right-of-way, Oakleigh Lane cannot be improved to16
the City’s minimum street design standards and the 164 new vehicle trips17
per day generated by the proposed development, along with the additional18
pedestrian and bicycle traffic generated by the proposed development, will19
not be assured of safe access via Oakleigh Lane.” (Ibid. Emphasis added.)20

Despite the above findings, the Decision’s conditions of approval are21

inadequate to ensure a 45-foot right-of-way for at least fifty feet adjacent to the22

proposed PUD site. Instead, the decision requires the dedication of only an23

additional 22.5 feet of ROW, which would result in a 42.5-foot ROW24
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(Rec 189), still less than the standard 45-foot ROW that the findings state is1

necessary for adequate and safe access. 4 The Decision cites to no basis for2

allowing the PUD to be developed with less ROW than the findings state is3

necessary, and the decision offers no explanation for how or when the4

additional 2.5 feet of ROW would be dedicated.5

The decision must be remanded for the City to impose an adequate6

condition of approval, consistent with its findings, that requires a 45-foot ROW7

for at least 50 feet adjacent to the proposed PUD site prior to PUD8

development, or explain why a 42.5-foot ROW is adequate. (The necessary9

condition does not have to require the developer to dedicate additional ROW.)10

Subassignment of Error 1.B. The Decision did not properly apply adopted11

street standards to Oakleigh Lane, as required by EC 9.8320(5)(a),12

EC 9.6820(4) and EC 9.6870.13

EC 9.8320(5) requires the proposed PUD to provide “safe and adequate”14

transportation systems through compliance with EC 9.6800 through EC 9.6875.15

Standards for cul-de-sacs. EC 9.6820 establishes standards for cul-de-sacs16

and emergency vehicle turnarounds. The following standards apply to Oakleigh17

Lane, which is a cul-de-sac over 1,000 feet long.18

4 See conditions 3 and 4 of the Hearings Official decision. Rec 189.
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(1) Except for streets that are less than 150 feet long and streets that will be1
extended in the future, all streets that terminate shall be designed as a2
cul-de-sac bulb or an emergency vehicle turnaround.3

(3) There shall be no cul-de-sacs more than 400 feet long from the center-4
line of the intersecting street to the radius point of the cul-de-sac bulb.5

(4) Public accessways to provide safe circulation for pedestrians, bicyclists6
and emergency vehicles shall be required from a cul-de-sac or7
emergency vehicle turnaround longer than 150’ in length when measured8
from the centerline of the intersecting street to the radius point of the cul-9
de-sac or to the center point of the emergency vehicle turnaround.10

“[T]hese standards do apply since the existing right-of-way is being required to11

be extended.” Rec 1261. Oakleigh Lane exceeds by 2½ times the maximum12

length allowed by EC 9.6820(3). Oakleigh Lane has no sidewalks or other13

“[p]ublic accessways to provide safe circulation for pedestrians [and] bicyclists.”14

The Decision erroneously found Oakleigh Lane met the requirements for15

an exception to EC 9.6820(3) and (4), standards that are intended to establish16

the safe and adequate transportation system required by EC 9.8320(5)(a). The17

EPC relied upon the following staff finding without additional analysis:18

“The PC finds that there is existing development to the south and natural19
resources to the east that warrant an exception to the cul-de-sac length,20
pursuant to EC9.6820(5).” Rec 9.21

The Hearings Official’s finding was more specific (at Rec 40):22

“The street connectivity exception also warrants an exception to the 400-23
foot maximum length of a dead-end street, pursuant to EC 9.6820(5)(b).”24

The exceptions at EC 9.6820(5) require either:25

(a) “Physical conditions preclude development of the connecting street”; or26
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(b) “Buildings or other existing development on the subject property or1
adjacent lands, including previously subdivided but vacant lots or2
parcels, physically preclude a connection now or in the future,3
considering the potential for redevelopment.”4

The Decision erred in granting an exception pursuant to EC 9.6820(5) because5

neither condition was met in this case. Natural resources to the east have no6

impact on Oakleigh Lane, which runs only west of the proposed development.7

And there is no development on the subject property or the property to the8

north that prevents a connecting street, as demonstrated by the applicant’s own9

street connectivity plan. Second Supplemental Rec 3.10

Furthermore, even if it were the case that there were no feasible11

alternative connection between the proposed development and River Road,12

other than Oakleigh Lane, that situation would justify an exemption only to13

EC 9.6820(3), but not to EC 9.6820(1) and (4).14

EC 9.6820(1) and (4) are clearly meant as requirements that must apply15

to a long, dead-end street, such as Oakleigh Lane, that exceeds the normal16

length limit. EC 9.6820(4) makes absolutely clear that the City Council meant17

to require improvements to long cul-de-sacs in order to “provide safe18

circulation for pedestrians, bicyclists and emergency vehicles” – exactly the19

same outcome that is required by the text of the EC 9.8320(5) PUD approval20

criteria that references EC 9.6820.21
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Right-of-way standards. The subject PUD must comply with the EC 9.68701

adopted standards for street right-of-way and improvements, as shown in2

Exhibit B, incorporated herein. Note that EC 9.6870 allows the City to require3

a greater, but not lesser, right-of-way width for PUD applications submitted in4

accordance with EC 9.8320 PUD approval, but the Decision cites no code5

provision that allows an exception to the requirements of EC 9.6870.6

The EPC failed to require Oakleigh Lane to meet the adopted standards:7

“The [E]PC finds that the HO was correct in his application of8
EC9.8320{5), as being limited in scope to compliance with the following: a)9
that EC9.6800 through 9.6875 can be met * * *. That said, the PC agrees10
that neither EC 9.8320(5)(a) nor EC9.6800 through 9.6875 require that an11
existing street must meet certain standards in order to serve a proposed12
development. EC 9.6870 only provides the required paving widths for13
certain types of streets when and if those streets are ever fully improved to14
City standards.” Rec 8.15

The EPC cited no basis for this interpretation of the code, other than expressing16

apparent agreement with the Hearings Official’s conclusion that Oakleigh Lane17

didn’t have to meet City standards in order to ensure “safe and adequate18

transportation systems.”5 The EPC finding also addresses only the paving19

5 The Hearings Officials finding stated:
“The opponents [sic] arguments fundamentally misconstrue the requirement

of EC 9.8320(5)(a) which is to ensure that a proposed development is
capable of dedicating sufficient land along the property frontage to meet the
right-of-way width requirements for that street designation. A ‘dedication’
is a form of legal ’taking’ of property for public use that is intended to
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width standard under EC 9.6870; and erroneously neglected to even address the1

right-of-way issue raised in the original hearing and in the local appeal.2

Ultimately, the City’s decision relies on a finding that approval criterion3

EC 9.8320(5) and subsection (a), which explicitly require that “[t]he PUD4

provides safe and adequate transportation systems through compliance with * *5

* EC 9.6800 through EC 9.6875 Standards for Streets, Alleys, and Other Public6

Ways” doesn’t really mean what it plainly says. To put this another way, the7

City’s decision appear to be based on an interpretation that:8

a) The code’s street standards have no bearing on a public street unless and9

until the street is being improved (which may never happen); and10

b) The EC 9.8320(5) requirement for a proposed PUD to have “safe and11

provide for public safety and offset impacts imposed by development.
Because EC 9.8320(5)(a) is concerned with the dedication of land for a
street, neither that provision nor EC 9.6800-9.6875 set forth standards that
an existing street must meet in order to serve a proposed development. By
its nature, a dedication only applies to the land that is subject to the given
land-use application. * * *

“* * * Oakleigh Lane need not have a dedicated 45 foot right-of-way and
associated paved surface from River Road to the subject property in order to
meet EC 9.8320(5)(a) because that provision is a standard for the ‘dedication’
of land, not a ‘service’ standard akin to level of service – LOS.” Rec 45.

The EPC, however, rejected the entire Hearings Official’s argument:
“To the extent the HO's decision concludes that EC 9.8320(5)(a) relates only to
the dedication of land, the [E]PC disagrees. EC 9.6800 through 9.6875 establish
standards for dedication, design and location of public ways, generally.” Rec 8.
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adequate transportation systems” can therefore be satisfied by1

indefinitely deferring any action to bring the only street serving the PUD2

up to City street standards.3

Such an interpretation would eviscerate the meaning from EC 9.8320(5) and4

subsection (a) and cannot have been the intent of the City Council.5

There’s also explicit context in Eugene Code that supports the plain6

language interpretation of EC 9.8320(5) and subsection (a). The purpose of7

EC 9.6870 is set forth in EC 9.6800 and states:8

“[s]ections 9.6800 through 9.6875 establish standards for the dedication,9
design and location of public ways to address the purpose of this land use10
code contained in EC 9.0020 Purpose.”11

As mentioned earlier, EC 9.0020 Purpose states:12

“The purpose of the land use code is to protect and promote the health,13
safety, and general welfare of the public * * *” (Emphasis added)14

The correct interpretation is that the purpose of EC 9.6800 through 9.6875 is to15

“establish standards for the dedication, design and location of public ways to”16

“protect and promote the health, safety, and general welfare of the public.”17

The language of EC 9.8320(5) echoes this purpose and is precisely why18

it relies on the standards in EC 9.6800 through 9.6875 being applied to, in this19

case, the only street that provides access to the PUD.20

The Decision must be remanded for the City to properly apply21
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EC 9.8320(5)(a) and EC 9.6820(4), EC 9.6870 and Table EC 9.6870 to the1

entirety of Oakleigh Lane from the development site to River Road.2

Subassignment of Error 1.C. The Decision did not properly evaluate the3

requirements of EC 9.8320(5)(b) with respect to Oakleigh Lane.4

EC 9.8320(5) requires the proposed PUD to provide “safe and adequate”5

transportation systems through compliance with the following subsection:6

EC 9.8320(5)(b) Pedestrian, bicycle and transit circulation, including7
related facilities, as needed among buildings and related uses on the8
development site, as well as to adjacent and nearby residential areas, transit9
stops, neighborhood activity centers, office parks, and industrial parks,10
provided the city makes findings to demonstrate consistency with11
constitutional requirements. “Nearby” means uses within ¼ mile that can12
reasonably be expected to be used by pedestrians, and uses within 2 miles13
that can reasonably be expected to be used by bicyclists.14

As legislative context, this requirement is directly supported by Metro Plan15

Policy F.26, which and requires the City to:16

“Provide for a pedestrian environment that is well integrated with adjacent17
land uses and is designed to enhance the safety, comfort, and convenience18
of walking.” (Metro Plan at III-F-9)19

Policy F.26 implements OAR 660-012-0045(3) whose “purposes * * * are to20

provide for safe and convenient pedestrian, bicycle and vehicular circulation21

consistent with * * * the function of affected streets * * *.” Rec 235-236.22

Accordingly, EC 9.8320(5)(b) cannot be limited to just the segment of23

Oakleigh Lane abutting the PUD because Oakleigh Lane’s function depends on24
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the configuration, condition and projected use along its entire length.1

The uses on River Road are less than 1/4 mile from the development site,2

and Oakleigh Lane provides the only direct route to/from River Road for3

pedestrians and bicyclists from the PUD and residences on Oakleigh Lane. The4

EPC failed to actually evaluate whether Oakleigh Lane would provide a “safe5

and adequate” pedestrian and bicycle route to River Road. The Decision states:6

“The constitutional findings address a future need for street improvements7
abutting the property, rather than any immediate need, based on safety8
issues or otherwise, associated with the proposed PUD. The [E]PC9
concludes that no additional right-of-way dedication or street improvements10
are necessary to meet the approval criteria. Based on these findings, the11
pedestrian, bicycle and transit circulation requirements of EC 9.8320(5)(b)12
are met.” Rec 9.13

Because EC 9.8320(5)(b) addresses bike/ped connections to nearby areas, the14

scope of this approval criteria cannot be limited to “street improvements15

abutting the property.” Instead the standard must necessarily encompass the16

entire length of Oakleigh Lane from the development site to River Road.17

The Hearings Official based his findings on the following interpretation:18

“The language of EC 9.8320(5) states: ‘[t]he PUD provides safe and19
adequate transportation systems through compliance with the following:’20
The underlined section demonstrates that the provision is limited by its own21
words to a requirement showing three things: * * * b) that pedestrian, bicycle22
and transit circulation can be achieved, * * *.” Rec 44.23

This interpretation impermissibly omits the code requirement that “safe and24

adequate” pedestrian, bicycle and transit circulation can be achieved, and the25
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Hearings Official failed to evaluate that aspect of the entirety of Oakleigh Lane.1

The Hearings Official also erred in his statement:2

“Once again, the Hearings Official has not been directed to evidence that3
shows that pedestrian safety will necessarily be decreased to unacceptable4
levels simply because 164 ADT are added to Oakleigh Lane.” Rec 47.5

The PWD analysis, excerpted supra, provided substantial evidence that without6

widening Oakleigh Lane, “pedestrian and bicycle traffic generated by the7

proposed development, will not be assured of safe access via Oakleigh Lane.”8

The PWD analysis further contradicts the Hearings Official:9

“[w]ithout the additional right-of-way, Oakleigh Lane cannot be improved10
to the City’s minimum street design standards and the 164 new vehicle trips11
per day generated by the proposed development, along with the additional12
pedestrian and bicycle traffic generated by the proposed development, will13
not be assured of safe access via Oakleigh Lane.” Rec 1257.14

The PWD analysis cited supra made clear that 45 feet of right-of-way was15

necessary to ensure safety for pedestrians and bicyclists on Oakleigh Lane.16

The Hearings Official also relied upon the following staff findings:17

“With regard to bicycles and pedestrians traveling westward on Oakleigh18
Lane toward transit services on River Road, referral comments from Public19
Works staff state that, for unimproved local streets in the River Road area20
(i.e., streets that lack sidewalks and have not been striped to identify21
dedicated travel lanes), the expectation is that pedestrians and bicyclists will22
share the paved surface with vehicles. Additionally, there is a tendency on23
dead end streets such as Oakleigh Lane, for motorists to travel at slower,24
more cautious speeds, because of the perceived narrowness of the street.25

“Public Works staff confirm that, until such time that property owners elect26
to improve Oakleigh Lane to full City standards (including sidewalks), the27
existing paved surface of Oakleigh Lane will continue to adequately provide28
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for vehicle and pedestrian traffic, as well as for emergency vehicles and1
delivery services, provided the paved surface is  not blocked by parked2
vehicles. With regard to public comments received about vehicle parking3
occurring on the shoulders of the roadway, Public Works staff notes that,4
technically, such parking is not allowed. The street could be signed for no5
parking as part of improving the street, but not before, because the City does6
not maintain unimproved streets.” Rec 46-47.7

This staff statement directly conflicts with the more specific and thorough8

evaluation provided by PWD traffic engineers as the justification for the9

exaction of right-of-way and future improvements on and adjacent to the10

northern area of the development site. Inescapably, if the conclusory statements11

in the staff finding (just cited) were true, then the City would have no12

justification for imposing Conditions of Approval 3, 4 and 7 at Rec 83.13

Instead, despite numerous disclaimers by the City, the only reasonable14

conclusion about the PWD analysis is this: 45 feet of right-of-way is what’s15

necessary for the last fifty feet of Oakleigh Lane to be adequate and safe; and16

therefore that longer part of Oakleigh Lane leading to and from the final fifty17

feet must be as wide. There will be almost twice the traffic on the section of18

Oakleigh Lane closest to River Road than on the section adjacent to the PUD.619

Further, although the above staff statement is lengthy, it doesn’t provide20

6 While there may be factor(s) that would require wider or narrower ROW on
parts of Oakleigh Lane, the record contains no claim or evidence to suggest
that’s the case. If such factors exist, the City must explain them on remand.
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a shred of evidence that supports the conclusion. The few bits of actual1

evidence in this statement support the PWD’s more thorough assessment with2

respect to the need for wider right-of-way. For example, this statement asserts3

that the “expectation is that pedestrians and bicyclists will share the paved4

surface with vehicles” and yet admits that there is illegal parking on the right-5

of-way and the City cannot even post “No Parking” signs. Under such6

conditions, there are going to be unavoidable conflicts in the roadway; and in7

some of those situations, the pedestrian won’t be able to step off the roadway8

due to a car parked on the roadside. With this possibility, Oakleigh Lane cannot9

be a “safe” route for pedestrians; and this is one obvious reason why Oakleigh10

Lane needs a wider right-of-way to be safe as the amount of traffic doubles.11

Motorists may or may not travel more slowly on some dead-end streets;12

however, the record contains no probative and relevant evidence specific to13

Oakleigh Lane under current or future configurations. There also is no14

evidence in the record that this phenomenon, even if true, would actually15

provide for “safe and adequate transportation systems for pedestrian and16

bicycle” users on Oakleigh Lane after the PUD is built at the end of the road, as17

required by EC 9.8320(5)(b). If the PUD’s consistency with EC 9.8320(5)(b)18

were justified, based on this phenomenon, then the City’s justification for19

Conditions of Approval 3, 4 and 7 would necessarily be invalid.20
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The staff statement also depends entirely on the condition – “provided1

the paved surface is not blocked by parked vehicles” – for the conclusion that2

the paved surface of Oakleigh Lane would continue to adequately provide for3

vehicle and pedestrian traffic, as well as for emergency vehicles and delivery4

services. Yet in the very same paragraph, the staff statement makes clear that5

the necessary condition cannot be ensured. Thus, this statement is in no way6

reliable, probative and substantial, as required for adequate findings.7

The Hearings Official also relied upon the applicant’s claim that:8

“the queuing effect of having a single travel lane along Oakleigh Lane is9
likely to result in lower speeds and acceptably safe conditions for10
pedestrians.” Rec 47.11

This assertion came from the applicant’s attorney, not a traffic engineer or12

anyone with any relevant expertise on this issue. Moreover, it was not based on13

any evidence or analysis specific to Oakleigh Lane and doesn’t even claim14

anything stronger than that it is “likely” to result in safe conditions. To satisfy15

EC 9.8320(5)(b), the applicant would have to provide substantial evidence that16

the “queuing effect” would ensure safe conditions.17

Furthermore, if the “queuing effect” were adequate to create safe18

conditions, the PWD traffic engineers would presumably have relied on that19

same effect and would not have found that Oakleigh Lane needed widening and20

improvements to ensure safety. In fact, the full citation for the “queuing effect”21
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does not even claim that it “results in … acceptable safe conditions for1

pedestrians” in any way shape or form. All the Eugene Local Street Design2

Standard states is the following:3

“This queuing effect has been found to be an effective and safe method to4
reduce speeds and non-local traffic.” Rec 894.5

In other words, the queuing effect may reduce speeds and non-local traffic, but6

there’s no assurance regarding a pedestrian or bicyclist’s safety when they must7

use the same roadway as vehicles. Quite the contrary – the cited standard8

actually makes clear that the street must be designed and striped for a single9

traffic lane and at least one parking lane:10

“The single traffic lane is intended to create a ‘queuing street’, such that11
when opposing vehicles meet, one of the vehicles must yield by pulling into12
a vacant portion of the adjacent parking lane.” Ibid.13

The cited standard also says nothing about a “queuing street” that does not14

have sidewalks and therefore forces pedestrians to walk in the street.15

Oakleigh Lane clearly does not meet the standards for a “queuing street,”16

and thus the “queuing effect” is not at all relevant to this case unless the City17

were to impose adequate conditions of approval for the entirety of Oakleigh18

Lane to have the necessary right-of-way, striped lanes and sidewalks to meet19

the standards for a safe and adequate “queuing street.”20

In sum, both the EPC and the Hearings Official ignored substantial21
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evidence from the PWD analysis that indicates Oakleigh Lane would require1

widening and improvements to meet the requirements of EC 9.8320(5)(b). The2

Decision failed to thoroughly evaluate the issues and relied on invalid and3

irrelevant “evidence” as the basis for the decision. The decision must therefore4

be remanded for the City to properly apply EC 9.8320(5)(b) to the entire5

portion of Oakleigh Lane between the development site and River Road and to6

rely on reliable and probative evidence in its findings.7

Subassignment of Error 1.D. The Decision failed to require a Traffic8

Impact Analysis as required by EC 9.8320(5)(c) and EC 9.8670.9

EC 9.8320(5) requires the proposed PUD to provide “safe and adequate”10

transportation systems through compliance with the following subsection:11

(c) The provisions of the Traffic Impact Analysis Review of EC 9.865012
through 9.8680 where applicable.13

The Decision failed to apply the following provision for requiring a TIA:14

EC 9.8670 Applicability.15
* * *16

(2) The increased traffic resulting from the development will contribute to17
traffic problems in the area based on current accident rates, traffic18
volumes or speeds that warrant action under the city’s traffic calming19
program, and identified locations where pedestrian and/or bicyclist20
safety is a concern by the city that is documented. (Emphasis added.)21

The PWD analysis supra included extensive conclusions, which were adopted22

by the Hearings Official. Among these are findings documenting the City’s23
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specific concerns about bicycle and pedestrian safety on Oakleigh Lane:1

“Public Works staff indicates that the applicant’s proposal is sufficient to2
accommodate the turnaround, but not the area necessary to extend the3
sidewalk along the south side of the turnaround, to separate pedestrians4
from vehicles and provide a safe public walking surface for the residents of5
the proposed development.” Rec 39. And:6

“Improving Oakleigh Lane to these [City] standards will allow for two-way7
vehicular and bicycle traffic [and] will provide separation between vehicular8
traffic and pedestrians ….” Rec 41. (Emphasis added.)9

Thus, the condition of EC 9.8670(2) is met, and a TIA is required.10

The EPC simply relied on the Hearings Official’s findings. Rec 9. The11

Hearings Officials findings include patently incorrect statements, such as:12

“… the strong assertion that an increase in ADT will result in traffic13
accidents or actual danger to pedestrians and bicyclists is not supported by14
evidence in the record.15

…16
Contrary to Mr. Conte’s assertion, Staff’s position that there are no traffic17
safety concerns associated with the proposal or Oakleigh Lane is some18
evidence that a TIA under EC 9.8670(2) is not necessary.  Public Works did19
a lengthy and thorough analysis of traffic conditions that is largely repeated20
in the Staff report.  Neither Mr. Conte nor any other party submitted21
evidence to the contrary, and that is what is required in order for Staff or the22
Hearings Official to determine that EC 9.8670(2) might be implicated by23
this application.  ” Rec 48-49.24

The PWD conclusions, cited in opposition testimony below, provide25

substantial, reliable and probative evidence of a documented City concern26

about pedestrian and/or bicyclist safety. The PWD’s “thorough analysis of27

traffic conditions” relied upon as the primary evidence for the Hearings28

Official’s findings, in fact, concluded exactly the opposite of what the Hearings29
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Official implies – the PWD identified serious safety concerns with the current1

configuration of Oakleigh Lane. The Hearings Official ignored this evidence.2

In addition, the Hearings Official made the following erroneous finding:3

“Those implicit assumptions are that under EC 9.8670(1), a proposal will4
not potentially create unsafe traffic conditions unless the development will5
increase peak vehicle trips by more than 100 trips.” Ibid.6

Neither the code nor any reasonable analysis would justify this assumption.7

The correct assumption under EC 9.8670(1) is exactly the reverse: A proposal8

will potentially create unsafe traffic conditions when the development would9

increase peak vehicle trips by more than 100 trips – that’s one of the reasons a10

TIA is required for developments that meet this condition. But the converse is11

not necessarily true, i.e., when the development would increase peak vehicle12

trips by 100 or fewer trips, there is no basis to conclude that there is no13

potential for unsafe traffic conditions.14

Obviously, if the Hearings Official’s interpretation of EC 9.8670(1) were15

correct, the triggering conditions of EC 9.8670(2) and (3) would be entirely16

unnecessary. However, that interpretation would conflict with the ORS 174.01017

requirement that: “where there are several provisions or particulars such18

construction is, if possible, to be adopted as will give effect to all.”19

In dismissing EC 9.8670(2), the Hearings Official provides an20

incomplete statement of the provisions in this code section:21
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“Under EC 9.8670(2), it is implied that a TIA and associated mitigation1
measures do not need to be considered unless there is evidence of2
“problems” caused by accident rates, traffic volumes or speed.” Ibid.3

The Hearings Official completely neglected to consider the last part of the4

EC 9.8670(2) text, which also triggers a TIA: “* * * identified locations where5

pedestrian and/or bicyclist safety is a concern by the city that is documented.”6

The Hearings Officials omission was impermissible under the ORS 174.0107

requirement to not “omit what has been inserted.”8

In summary, the Hearings Official never even evaluated the relevant9

TIA-triggering condition in EC 9.8670(2), and he ignored substantial and10

probative evidence that the “trigger” condition was met in this case. As a result11

the City erroneously failed to require the necessary TIA.12

It bears noting that a TIA would have provided location-specific data and13

analysis, including current and projected volumes of vehicle, pedestrian and14

bicycle traffic, and the interactions among these modes of travel. Thus, a TIA15

analysis would have provided the probative evidence required to conclude16

whether or not widening of, and/or improvements to, Oakleigh Lane were17

necessary to be consistent with the traffic and safety-related approval criteria.18

The Hearings Official erred by not requiring the TIA, and then he relied on19

erroneous findings to conclude no widening or improvements were necessary.20

The decision must be remanded for the City to properly evaluate21
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EC 9.8320(5)(c) and require a TIA, based on the provision of EC 9.8670(2)1

that requires a TIA for “identified locations where pedestrian and/or bicyclist2

safety is a concern by the city that is documented.”3

Subassignment of Error 1.E. The Decision failed to adequately evaluate4

whether the PUD would be a significant risk to public safety as required5

by EC 9.8320(6).6

EC 9.8320(6) requires that the “PUD will not be a significant risk to public …7

safety, including but not limited to … an impediment to emergency response.”8

The EPC simply relied on the Hearings Official’s findings. Rec 10. The9

Hearings Official did not directly evaluate emergency response and traffic10

safety issues that were raised below, and instead relied on staff findings. Rec 50.11

The staff findings (Rec 49-50) provide no analysis at all of the12

configuration of Oakleigh Lane with respect to either public safety or13

emergency response. Instead, the staff findings (and therefore the City’s14

Decision) rely on staff findings for EC 9.8320(5)(b) and (11)(b).15

When findings for one criterion rely on findings for a separate criterion,16

the decision must identify the specific findings for the referenced criterion that17

are being relied upon and must explain how those findings ensure consistency18

with the subject criterion. In this instance, neither the EPC, Hearings Official19

nor the staff provided the required explanation for an adequate finding.20
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The City specifically erred in not explaining how the current1

configuration of Oakleigh Lane would not be an impediment to emergency2

response when the PWD’s analysis explicitly found that “emergency response3

and access will be at risk” unless Oakleigh Lane’s right-of-way was widened4

and the road improved. Nothing in the staff findings for EC 9.8320(5)(b) and5

(11)(b) could reasonably be construed as adequately addressing this issue.6

In the staff comments under EC 9. 320(5)(b), staff cites to a PWD7

statement that “the existing paved surface of Oakleigh Lane will continue to8

adequately provide for * * * emergency vehicles and delivery services,9

provided the paved surface is not blocked by parked vehicles.” Rec 46. But the10

same statement admits that nothing ensures the paved surface would not11

blocked by parked vehicles at the time an emergency vehicle travels down or12

back on Oakleigh Lane. Thus, the PWD statement does not provide an13

adequate finding. There is also no explanation in the referenced findings of14

how such the conclusory statement related to EC 9.8320(5)(b) squares with the15

more extensive analysis provided in the PWD justification of the exactions.16

The assertion that “Oakleigh Lane will continue to adequately provide for17

… emergency vehicles” is simply a conclusory statement that is inconsistent18

with the more thorough analysis provided in the same document to justify the19

exaction of right-of-way. Lane County and City public works staff also make20
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clear that Oakleigh Lane will not be maintained even after the PUD is1

developed. Rec 883-884, 1172. Thus, the Decision’s finding that this already2

deficient road will “continue” to be adequate is contrary to the preponderance of3

evidence and wholly unreasonable.4

Furthermore, in interpreting the requirements of EC 9.8320(6), the EPC,5

Hearings Official and staff failed to consider the context that clearly shows6

City Council’s intent, including the requirements of EC 9.8320(5) and7

EC 9.8320(5)(b), and the purpose statements set forth in EC 9.0020 and8

EC 9.6800. Additional context in this particular case can be found in the9

provisions of EC 9.6820(4), described supra, that state “[p]ublic accessways to10

provide safe circulation for pedestrians, bicyclists and emergency vehicles shall11

be required from a cul-de-sac * * * longer than 150’ in length.”12

The decision must be remanded for the City to properly evaluate13

EC 9.8320(6) and to require adequate right-of-way, sidewalks and other14

improvements on Oakleigh Lane between the development and River Road, so15

that the resulting vehicular, bicycle, pedestrian and emergency vehicle traffic16

on Oakleigh Lane is not at risk.17

Subassignment of Error 1.F. The Decision did not properly evaluate the18

requirements of EC 9.8320(11)(b) with respect to Oakleigh Lane.19

EC 9.8320(11) requires that the PUD complies with all of the following:20
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(b) EC 9.6500 through EC 9.6505 Public Improvement Standards.1
EC 9.6505 Improvements–Specifications2

EC 9.6505(3)(b) Streets and Alleys3
The developer shall pave streets and alleys adjacent to the4
development site to the width specified in EC 9.6870 Street Width,5
unless such streets and alleys are already paved to that width,6
provided the City makes findings to demonstrate consistency with7
constitutional requirements. * * *8

EC 9.6505(4) Sidewalks9
Sidewalks shall be located, designed and constructed according to10
the provisions of this land use code, the Design Standards and11
Guidelines for Eugene Streets, Sidewalks, Bikeways and12
Accessways, construction and design standards adopted pursuant to13
Chapter 7 of this code, and other adopted plans and policies.14

EC 9.6505(5) Bicycle Paths and Accessways.15
Bicycle Paths and Accessways shall be designed and constructed16
according to provisions of this land use code, the Design Standards17
and Guidelines for Eugene Streets, Sidewalks, Bikeways and18
Accessways, construction and design standards adopted pursuant to19
Chapter 7 of this code, and other adopted plans and policies.20

With respect to EC 9.6505(3)(b), as explained previously, the City required the21

dedication of only 22.5 feet of right-of-way, adjacent to the development site.22

That would result in a total right-of-way of 42.5 feet, which is less than23

required by the standards in EC 9.6870. Rec 83. Therefore, the Decision did24

not ensure that the proposed development would comply with EC 9.6505(3)(b).25

With respect to all three requirements, the Decision erred by requiring26

only an irrevocable petition for future improvements in the unlikely27

circumstance that the City brings Oakleigh Lane up to the standards for a Low28

Volume Residential Street. All three requirements must be met before the PUD29
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is developed and not left to the indefinite future. Ibid.1

The decision must be remanded for the City to require the developer to2

provide adequate right-of-way, sidewalks and other improvements on Oakleigh3

Lane adjacent to the development site before the PUD is in use.4

The City’s argument for ignoring the PWD analysis5

The City’s findings for EC 9.8320(5)(b), (6) and (11)(b) (as well as for6

EC 9.8320(12) and EC 9.8320(13), discussed under the Second and Third7

Assignments of Error infra) rely on an erroneous assertion that PWD’s findings8

cited supra are irrelevant to the approval criteria addressed in this appeal.9

For example, the Decision found for EC 9.8320(5)(b):10

“The [E]PC finds that the constitutional findings in the Public Works11
[Department] referral comments are limited to justification for a12
proportional right-of-way exaction along the frontage of the subject13
property that would accommodate future public street improvements. The14
constitutional findings address a future need for street improvements15
abutting the property, rather than any immediate need, based on safety16
issues or otherwise, associated with the proposed PUD. The PC concludes17
that no additional right-of-way dedication or street improvements are18
necessary to meet the approval criteria. Based on these findings, the19
pedestrian, bicycle and transit circulation requirements of20
EC9.8320(5)(b)are met.” (Rec 9)21

The Decision found similarly for EC 9.8320(6):22

“Based on the previous determination under the second assignment of error23
about the limited scope of the PW[D] constitutional findings for right-of-24
way exaction, the PC finds no basis in the record to require additional right-25
of-way dedication or street improvements. The PC concludes that the HO’s26
conditions for right-of-way dedications and irrevocable petitions address a27
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future need for street improvements, rather than any immediate need1
associated with the proposed PUD.” (Rec 10)2

The Decision again found for EC 9.8320(11)(b):3

“The PC finds that the HO did not err in finding compliance with4
EC9.8320(11)(b). As confirmed under the second assignment of error, the5
PC determines that the PW referral comments are not evidence of a safety6
concern under existing or proposed conditions.” (Ibid)7

The Decision reiterated essentially the same findings near its conclusion. Rec 15.8

In all of these findings, the City made a fundamental error by relying on a9

conclusion that the “findings in the Public Works [Department] referral comments10

are limited to justification for a proportional right-of-way exaction” and the11

“findings included in the staff report and PW[D] referral comments (Pages 2-4 of12

Exhibit PH-30) were adopted to justify exaction from the applicant.”13

While it’s true that the City used the PWD analysis only to justify14

exaction, the analysis nevertheless reached a substantial and probative conclu-15

sion – which the City adopted – that “[w]ithout the additional right-of-way,16

Oakleigh Lane cannot be improved to the City’s minimum street design stan-17

dards and the 164 new vehicle trips per day generated by the proposed develop-18

ment, along with the additional pedestrian and bicycle traffic generated by the19

proposed development, will not be assured of safe access via Oakleigh Lane.”20

Note that the PWD conclusion describes what’s required to ensure “safe21

access via Oakleigh Lane.” PWD’s analysis did not limit this conclusion to22
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“safe access at the entry to the development site from Oakleigh Lane.” Nor did1

PWD make any claim or provide any explanation that the section of Oakleigh2

Lane where the right-of-way dedication was required was any different than the3

rest of Oakleigh Lane between the development site and River Road.4

Facts are facts; and when the City finds that, without being widened,5

Oakleigh Lane is unsafe in order to justify an exaction, the City cannot then6

ignore that finding when the City evaluates the application’s compliance with7

approval criteria that require the PUD be served by a safe and adequate street.8

Although the PWD findings do not state explicitly that Oakleigh Lane9

would be unsafe after the PUD is developed unless all or most of Oakleigh10

Lane is also widened from the development site to River Road, such a11

statement is unnecessary for Conte’s argument since no other reasonable12

conclusion can be drawn from the PWD findings. To conclude otherwise would13

require a finding that the lack of adequate right-of-way immediately adjacent to14

the development’s northern property line is the only deficiency on Oakleigh15

Lane that would warrant PWD’s findings that “safe vehicular, pedestrian and16

bicycle travel and emergency response and access will be at risk” and “the 16417

new vehicle trips per day generated by the proposed development, along with18

the additional pedestrian and bicycle traffic generated by the proposed19

development, will not be assured of safe access via Oakleigh Lane.”20
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Despite the fact that the City used the PWD analysis only for the purpose1

of supporting exaction of “the 22.5 and 13 foot strips of right-of-way” that the2

City imposed as a condition of approval, there is nothing at all in the PWD3

comments asserting that it is only the lack of these two right-of-way strips that4

would put at risk “safe access via Oakleigh Lane.” Applying consistent5

reasoning for all or most of Oakleigh Lane from the development site to River6

Road would lead inevitably to similar conclusions – i.e., Oakleigh Lane will be7

inadequate and potentially unsafe unless all (or at least most) of the lane meets8

the City’s adopted right-of-way standards for the projected volume of traffic.9

It would be absurd to conclude that Oakleigh Lane would be inadequate10

and potentially unsafe solely because the lane doesn’t meet City right-of-way11

standards for the final fifty or so feet.12

At the very least, given the PWD conclusions regarding the implications13

of an insufficient right-of-way at the end of Oakleigh Lane, the City must at14

least conduct an adequate analysis of the substandard right-of-way on the15

longer portion of Oakleigh Lane and provide an explanation for why a different16

conclusion regarding the impacts on adequacy and safety is warranted. The17

City must also explain how an unmaintained street will remain adequate and18

safe with twice as many vehicles running over it for years to come.19

The City cited to several other statements in the PWD comments that are20
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clearly inconsistent with the extensive findings that were adopted to support1

exaction. These PWD statements are addressed specifically under other2

sections in this petition; but in general, the City cannot rely on selected3

excerpts from their own analysis that are inconsistent with the more substantial4

findings the City relied upon for exaction.75

The City conflated approval criteria and exaction6

The Hearings Official and EPC mistakenly conflated the approval criteria’s7

various requirements for an adequate and safe street with the constitutional8

limits on exactions. While the City was correct that it could not exact more than9

a proportional share of right-of-way dedications and street improvements, the10

City can – and was required to – ensure the PUD would be served by a safe and11

7 LUBA has previously recognized limits on the City’s reliance on statements by
staff that are conclusory and inconsistent with substantial conflicting evidence:

“While the hearing official is entitled to rely on the expert opinion of the
county sanitarian, where opponents have offered a detailed explanation for
why the subject property may not be able to accommodate the required
expansion and replacement drain-field, we agree that more than an unex-
plained expression of belief that it will be possible is required. Bartels v. City
of Portland, 20 Or LUBA 303, 308 (1990).  There may well be adequate
responses to all of the concerns expressed about the property’s ability to
accommodate the required drain-field expansion and any required replacement
drain-field.  But those responses are not present in the hearing official’s
decision or in any evidence in the record that has been brought to our atten-
tion.  Remand is required so that the hearing official may explain why those
concerns are not well taken.” Phillips v. Lane County, 62 Or. LUBA 92 (2010)
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adequate street. These are separate actions, and the City cannot waive1

conformance with approval criteria ensuring public safety just because it2

cannot exact from the applicant all that would be necessary to meet the criteria.3

LUBA dealt with the distinction between these two aspects of adequate4

street access in In Butte Conservancy v. City of Gresham, supra. Butte5

Conservancy addressed the petitioner’s argument that City of Gresham was6

required to deny the applicant’s development proposal because the applicant7

could never secure from other property owners (who opposed the development)8

the right-of-way necessary to meet Gresham’s street access requirements.9

LUBA held that City of Gresham could require adequate right-of-way to10

meet the street access approval criterion through conditions of approval, and11

then could approve the application, based on those conditions of approval –12

even if the only likely means the developer had to acquire the right-of-way was13

by persuading the City to condemn portions of the other property owners’ land.14

LUBA summarized what would be sufficient, in the present case, for the15

City of Eugene to approve the Oakleigh PUD:16

“In our view, it is sufficient for the local government in such circumstances17
to (1) adopt findings that establish that fulfillment of the condition of18
approval is not precluded as a matter of law, and (2) ensure, in imposing the19
condition of approval, that the condition will be fulfilled prior to final20
development approvals or actual development.” (Emphasis added.)21

Conte does not argue that achieving the necessary right-of-way is precluded as22
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a matter of law (and therefore the application must be denied). But Conte does1

argue that the City is required to impose conditions of approval to ensure that2

Oakleigh Lane has sufficient right-of-way and improvements for adequate and3

safe use prior to actual development, as required by PUD approval criteria.4

Although the present case has a different focus than in Butte5

Conservancy, LUBA’s decision in Butte Conservancy nonetheless shows that6

the City of Eugene was not prevented from adopting similar conditions of7

approval (as the City of Gresham had adopted8) in order to ensure the Oakleigh8

PUD would conform to the criteria in EC 9.8320(5)(b), (6) and (11)(b).9

In summary, the City erred by dismissing the PWD findings cited supra10

as inapplicable to several approval criteria, and the City erred by assuming that11

constitutional limits on exactions prohibited (or exempted) the City from12

requiring adequate street right-of-way and/or improvements for portions of13

Oakleigh Lane between the development site and River Road to be in place as14

conditions of approval. The Decision must be remanded with instructions to15

8 The City of Gresham had adopted conditions of approval “requiring that the
applicant submit as part of final plat documents:

(1) a 20-foot wide right of way or easement across the residential lot within
the Kingswood Heights subdivision, dedicated to the county,

(2) construction plans for the access, and
(3) a county street construction permit.”
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remedy the errors with regard to the criteria in EC 9.8320(5)(b), (6) and (11)(b).1

SECOND ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR2

The City erred in finding that the proposed PUD would have minimal3

off-site impacts, as required by EC 9.8320(12).4

Issue raised below. Appeal issues were raised below in testimony before the5

Hearings Official (Rec 648, 881) and in the local appeal statement (Rec 332).6

Standard of review. The standard of review is the same as stated under the7

First Assignment of Error, which is incorporated here by reference.8

Argument. The City erred in finding the PUD met the approval criterion:9

EC 9.8320(12) The proposed development shall have minimal off-site10
impacts, including impacts such as traffic, noise, stormwater runoff and11
environmental quality.12

With respect to traffic impacts, the EPC generally repeats elements in the13

Hearings Official’s findings. Rec 11.14

Neither the EPC nor the Hearings Official provided a reasonable15

explanation for how “minimal impacts” should be evaluated. While “minimal”16

is admittedly subject to various interpretations, it must be given some17

independent meaning and applied to the evidence in the record.18

Nowhere does the Decision address the obvious fact that the PUD will19

almost double daily vehicle trips and triple daily impacts from vehicle20

pass-bys. Otherwise, the Decision provides no other scale on which to evaluate21
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the acknowledged impacts from increased traffic.1

The Hearings Official cobbles up an approach that has no foundation in2

the code and doesn’t follow the ORS 174.010 and “PGE” rules for statutory3

construction. The basis of his interpretation is the following assumption:4

“[I]t makes no sense that the City Council would ask an applicant to go5
through the analysis in EC 9.8320(5) and potentially complete a TIA if the6
proposed PUD could be denied for having ‘some’ impacts on the7
transportation system.” Rec 72.8

If Council had intended that a proposed development that satisfied EC 9.8320(5)9

and/or a TIA was therefore a development that had minimal offsite impacts from10

increased traffic, then Council could have written that into the code. But they11

didn’t. Instead EC 9.8320(12) explicitly identifies “impacts such as traffic.” The12

Hearings Official and EPC cannot render the clear legislative intent of13

EC 9.8320(12) meaningless because of the EC 9.8320(5) or TIA requirements.14

Furthermore, the Hearings Official statement that it “makes no sense” is15

mere hand-waving and cannot substitute for the required explanation of how16

satisfying a TIA would necessarily satisfy the “minimal impacts” requirement.17

A cursory examination of the TIA requirements would have proven the18

Hearings Official’s assumption wrong because, by providing adequate19

infrastructure improvements to accommodate increased traffic, a development20

can have huge traffic impacts and still be considered safe and meet the TIA21
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Level-Of-Service requirements. But being “safe” doesn’t” guarantee minimal1

impacts. If that were the case, Oakleigh Lane could be turned into a freeway2

and the City would still find the traffic had minimal impacts on residents.3

The Hearings Official also relied on a non sequitur that concluded:4

“[W]hen none of the conditions exist that would trigger a TIA under5
EC 9.8670, it is reasonable to question whether EC 9.8320(12) is implicated6
as to traffic.7
* * *8
That is the case for this application and this record.  There are no conditions9
identified in the record which come anywhere close to triggering a TIA.10
The peak vehicle trip estimates are less than a third of that required to11
trigger a TIA, and no ‘problems’ or LOS deficiencies are identified.  The12
neighbors’ fear that there will be more cars on Oakleigh Lane than before is13
not enough to view those new cars as more than a minimal impact, let alone14
a negative off-site impact.   As such, the Hearings Official concludes that15
the increase in peak vehicle trips from the proposed PUD will result in16
minimal off-site impacts.” Rec 73.17

Again, the Hearings Official runs afoul of ORS 174.010. Nothing in the code18

says the thresholds that trigger a TIA can serve as a universal standard for19

“minimal offsite impacts,” and the Hearings Official provided no explanation at20

all for why this would be so. For one thing, “minimal offsite impacts” is21

substantially dependent on the particular uses that are “offsite,” so no single22

standard would be reasonable in all contexts where a PUD might be developed.23

The TIA process is focused on levels of service and safety, and doesn’t concern24

such impacts as noise, headlight glare and dust that arise from traffic.25

Thus, the Hearings Official erred by failing to apply an even marginally26
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defensible analysis for the EC 9.8320(12) criterion.1

Further, both the EPC and the Hearings official failed to consider PWD’s2

conclusion that “safe vehicular, pedestrian and bicycle travel and emergency3

response and access will be at risk” with the additional traffic, if Oakleigh Lane4

is not widened and improved. No reasonable person would conclude that5

placing drivers, pedestrians and bicyclists on Oakleigh Lane at significant risk,6

as the PWD analysis concludes, is only a “minimal” offsite impact.97

In summary, the Decision did not explain a reasonable standard for8

“minimal offsite impact” with respect to traffic and failed to address the9

substantial evidence in the record that the traffic generated by PUD residents10

would have greater than minimal offsite impacts. Consequently, there were not11

adequate findings to conclude the PUD is consistent with EC 9.8320(12).12

The decision must be remanded for the City to provide a reasonable13

interpretation that gives independent meaning to “minimal impacts,” and to14

adequately evaluate the potential impacts for noise, headlight glare, dust and15

9 Even if approval criteria identified under the First Assignment of Error were
found not to apply to Oakleigh Lane between the development site and River
Road, the safety implications demonstrated in the discussion supra are rele-
vant to impacts on all residents and other users along all of Oakleigh Lane.

Also, future ROW dedications cannot be relied upon to keep safety
problems “minimal,” because dedication of a 45-foot right-of-way would then
cause a huge negative impact on Oakleigh Lane property owners. Rec 648.
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other concrete impacts from the undisputed near doubling of vehicle trips along1

Oakleigh Lane. In addition, the City must explain why the substantial potential2

impacts that were used as the basis for the exaction of right-of-way are not3

indicative of greater “risk” – and thus significant impacts – to individuals4

residing along or using Oakleigh Lane.5

THIRD ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR6

The City erred in finding that the proposed PUD would be reasonably7

compatible and harmonious with adjacent and nearby land uses, as8

required by EC 9.8320(13).9

Issue raised below. The appeal issues were raised below in testimony before10

the Hearings Official (Rec 882) and in the local appeal statement (Rec 333).11

Standard of review. The standard of review is the same as stated under the12

First Assignment of Error, which is incorporated here by reference.13

Argument. The City erred in finding the PUD met the approval criterion:14

EC 9.8320(13) The proposed development shall be reasonably compatible15
and harmonious with adjacent and nearby land uses.16

The EPC generally relied upon the Hearings Official’s findings. Rec 11.17

The Hearings Official relied primarily on an untenable conclusion:18

“Here, a finding that the proposed PUD is incompatible and unharmonious19
despite having complied with all the applicable provisions of EC 9.832020
would, at least in this case, be logically and legally indefensible.” Rec 74.21
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This interpretation would make EC 9.8320(13) superfluous and conflicts with1

ORS 174.010. (“where there are several provisions or particulars such2

construction is, if possible, to be adopted as will give effect to all.”)3

The Hearings Official’s entire evaluation of whether the traffic that4

would arise from 29 new dwellings at the end of the road would be reasonably5

compatible and harmonious was as follows:6

“As to arguments about traffic impacts, the Hearing Official adopts the7
findings for EC 9.8320(12) here by this reference.  Evidence of a modest8
increase in total vehicle trips, where there is no evidence of associated9
traffic problems, is sufficient to demonstrate that the proposed PUD will be10
compatible with adjacent and nearby uses.” Rec 75.11

The Hearings Official also adopted the staff findings for this criterion, but the12

staff findings did nothing more than equate “minimal off-site impacts” with13

“reasonably compatible,” with no further explanation:14

“As noted at EC 9.8320(5)(c) in regards to traffic, … the proposed15
development will have minimal off-site impacts related to traffic …. Based16
on the above findings, the development is reasonably compatible with the17
nearby land uses.” Rec 74.18

The referenced staff findings at EC 9.8320(5)(c) don’t actually address19

“minimal off-site impacts” and consequently provide no evidence, analysis or20

explanations demonstrating the application’s consistency with EC 9.8320(13).21

The Hearings Official’s reliance on his findings for EC 9.8320(12) are22

also inadequate as explained under that criterion supra. Furthermore, by23

ORS 174.010, “compatibility” and “harmony” must be given independent24
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meaning from “minimal offsite impacts,” which the Decision failed to do.1

Doubling of traffic, which the PWD analysis concludes would create2

unsafe conditions on Oakleigh Lane, cannot be considered “compatible” or3

“harmonious” and falls short of any reasonable application of EC 9.8320(13).4

The decision must be remanded for the City to provide a reasonable5

interpretation that gives independent meaning to “compatible” and6

“harmonious” with respect to nearby single-family homes and to adequately7

evaluate what level of noise, headlight glare, dust and other concrete impacts8

arising from development traffic would remain “compatible” and9

“harmonious.” In addition, the City must explain why the substantial potential10

safety impacts that were used as the basis for the exaction of right-of-way are11

not evidence of incompatibility and/or disharmony with the current residents,12

pedestrians and bicyclists residing along and/or using Oakleigh Lane.13

V. CONCLUSION14

LUBA must remand the Decision for the City to provide adequate findings and15

conditions of approval to ensure the PUD meets approval criteria or is denied.16

DATED this 16th day of June, 2014,17

By:18
Paul Conte19
Intervenor-Respondents20
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Exhibit A. Oakleigh Lane Right-of-Way Segments

Right-Of-Way
Width

Total
Length Comment

20 feet 227.73'
32 feet 360.60'
37 feet 54.00'
42.5 feet 50.00' After dedication of 22.5’ ROW from PUD
45 feet 205.00'
Beyond PUD entry 104.67'
TOTAL 1002.00'

154.67'

R = 32'R = 37'
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Exhibit B. Eugene Local Street Standards

Excerpt from Design Standards and Guidelines For Eugene Streets, Sidewalks,
Bikeways and Accessways, November 1999. Rec 892. Adopted by Council
Resolution No. 4608. Rec. 889.

Local Street Standards Table 2

Type of
Street

R.O.W
Width

Paving Width
(Setback)
Sidewalks

Plant-
ing
Strips

Avg.
Daily
Traffic

No
Park.

Parking
1 Side

Parking
2 Sides

Access
Lane

40’ 21’ 1 @ 6' 7' and 6' < 250
ADT55’ 28’ 2 @ 6' 2 @ 7'-6"

Low Vol.
Residen-
tial

45’ 20’ 2 @ 6' 2 @ 6'-6" 250 to
750

ADT
45’ 21’ 2 @ 6' 2 @ 6'-0"
55’ 28’ 2 @ 6' 2 @ 7'-6"
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Exhibit B (continued). Eugene Local Street Standards

Excerpt from Eugene Land Use Code:

EC 9.6870 Street Width. Unless an alternative width is approved through
use of other procedures in this code, the right-of-way width and paving
width of streets and alleys dedicated shall conform to those designated on
the adopted Street Right-of-Way map.  When a street segment right-of-way
width is not designated on the Street Right-of-Way map, the required street
width shall be the minimum width shown for its type in Table 9.6870 Right-
of-Way and Paving Widths. Based on adopted plans and policies, adopted
“Design Standards and Guidelines for Eugene Streets, Sidewalks, Bikeways,
and Accessways,” or other factors which, in the judgment of the planning
and public works director necessitate a greater street width, a right-of-way
width greater than the minimum width shown for its type in Table 9.6870
can be required for applications submitted in accordance with EC 9.8090,
9.8055, 9.8215, 9.8320, 9.8440 or 9.8515.
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